
 

     Evening Activity        

      Guidance Notes  

      for Visiting Staff 
There are five guides for the main evening activities: 

 Orienteering 

 Night Walks 

 Initiative Games 

 Blind Line and Pine Line 

 Centre Quiz 

• These guides are intended to be a supplementary source of 

information about our range of evening activities and how they 

can be run safely.  

• They are for your guidance. They are not intended to 

replace the input and briefings given by the Bewerley Park duty 

staff. If you have any doubts or questions please consult the 

Bewerley Park duty staff before running these activities 

• Each guide has an abridged version of the centres 

operating procedures and risk assessments within the 

appendices at the back. These are a condensed form of our 

working health and safety documentation from which non-

relevant information has been redacted. 

  



 

Visiting Teacher Guidance Notes: 

Initiative Games 
There are several initiative games 

available which can be offered 

singly or as a round robin to 

produce a challenging evening 

activity.  

 
They can a good introductory 
activity, requiring students to solve 
problems and work together or 
even a good late week activity 
testing students newly acquired 
skills! 
 
 They are suitable for primary 

groups and secondary groups depending on the choice of activity. 
Each initiative should take between fifteen and twenty minutes, so a round robin of four 
of five will fill an evening activity slot for up to five groups. More initiative games can be 
added for larger or groups or more time. 
 
Duty staff can set out the initiatives you select and can brief visiting staff on how to run 
each one. Initiative equipment and instructions are available in the Yellow Classroom. 
Larger items of equipment are stored in the wooden enclosure at the south end of block 
9. 
 
Floodlights are available to illuminate the flagpole area during dark winter evenings, 
some initiative games can be run indoors if the weather is poor. 
 
Briefing 

 Staff should supervise each initiative. Instruction/briefing sheets are available. 

 

 Students should wear suitable outdoor clothing dependent on prevailing weather. 

Waterproofs, hats and gloves should be worn if the weather dictates. Sound 

footwear is recommended. Helmets if climbing, handling heavy planks or doing 

ropes courses. 

 

 A torch is very useful if you are going out on a dark evening. Medication such as 

inhalers should be carried by students (or staff).  



 

 

 Work together in either activity groups or smaller groups of five or six.  

 

 If running a round robin, use a whistle or bell at the end of each slot to signal 

groups to move onto the next initiative. 

 

 At the end of the session return the equipment used to the appropriate store. 

 

 

Initiative Game Guidance Notes (Laminated copies available in Yellow Classroom) 

These are just a few of the initiatives available; the more commonly used ones. There are 

others which can be found in the instruction drawer in the yellow classroom. 

 

1. Bewerley Bottles 

Equipment:   Outer rope, hook and strings, central circle, eight ‘bottles’, blindfolds 

Task:   (20 minutes) 

Part 1: (5 minutes) 

As a simple warm up you can have a go at removing the barrels 

from the inner wooden circle using the hook attached to the 

central spindle supported by six lengths of string. 

No-one is allowed to enter the outer rope circle during the 

exercise. 

The barrels can be removed in order to spell ‘BEWERLEY’ and 

placed inside the outer rope circle. 

If all the barrels are removed you can have a go at replacing them in the wooden circle 

Part 2: (10 -15 minutes) 

Repeat the above exercise but increase the challenge by making anyone holding a rope 

wear a blindfold. Those of you not holding ropes can act as guides to the ‘blind’ ones but 

can only use verbal, not physical help. 

 

2. The Pipes 
 
Equipment: Water tap, several lengths of pipe, tube and ball. 
 
Task: (15 minutes) 
 



 

The ball in the bottom of the ‘holy’ tube has to be collected.  The tube is not allowed to 
be tipped in any way. 
The tube can be found hung near the sinks at the North end of block 9. 
 
 
 

3. Bridging the Gap 

Equipment: Three crates (or barrels) and four planks. 

Task: (20 minutes) 

All of you must cross the Piranha infested river without 

touching the ground (water).  The only things allowed 

to touch the ground are the crates (barrels). You have 

just fifteen minutes! If any of the team or a plank touch 

the ‘river’ the whole team have to start again. 

 
 

4. Down The Drain 

Equipment: Two buckets, jug, eight sections of drain pipe, ruler. 

Task:   (15 minutes) 

The group has to use the sections of drainpipe provided to transport water from the 

black bucket on the path to the second bucket near the flagpole.  

The jug can be used to pour water into the drainpipe. Neither the jug or the first black 

bucket can be moved past the edge of the path near the sink.  

The students are not allowed to walk along with the drainpipe when it has water in it. 

The challenge is to get as much water as possible in the second bucket in the time 

allowed. 

5. Bewerley Bush Telegraph 

Equipment: Paper, pens, bell, whistle, drum and sticks. 

 

Task: (20 minutes)  
The aim of this task is to communicate without the use of words. 
Instead you will have a range of sounds such as a whistle or bell etc. 
You have some pencils and paper to plan this challenge. 
 

You have ten minutes planning time, then your team must split into two equal halves. 



 

One half goes into the room next door. 
 
Your staff will give you a secret message when you are ready. 
You then have a further ten minutes to send this secret message from one room to the 
other. 
After your planning time when the team has been split, the two halves in the different 
rooms must not talk to each other. If anyone does, the whole team must start again 
using a different message. 
 

6. The Wormhole  

Equipment: Bungee cord or rope loop, stopclock. 

Task:  (15 to20 minutes) 

To get the whole team through the worm hole as quickly as possible. 

In the far reaches of outer space, a worm hole is a unique place where space and time 

warp. 

 In order to pass through such a phenomenon, it is necessary to be connected to at least 

one other person. This connection can be in any form that is comfortable for you and 

your partners. 

While within the interior of the worm hole, partners must never contact the boundary of 

the worm hole. If you do on a timed run then you must start again. 

Other team members can hold the worm hole open for you as you pass through.  

You are responsible for safely navigating the worm hole, and helping your team 

members to join you on the other side.  

You may have practice goes without being timed. 

Once the whole team have gone through without touching the boundary and it has been 

timed. You must then try and beat your time as many times as you can. 

 

 

7. Swamp Walk 
 
Equipment: two pairs of swamp shoes, trundle wheel. 
 
Task: (15 minutes) 
Starting from a ‘safe point ‘ on the path the whole group has to cross over the swamp.  
The only things allowed to touch the swamp are the swamp shoes. If anyone falls off and 
touches the swamp the team has to start again. 
 



 

The score is the distance travelled (metres) in the time available. 
 
Alternatively the groups can be tasked to race each other to go and collect objects, one 
at a time,  from a set point approx. 25 metres away in the middle of the swamp. The team 
that collects the most wins. 
 

8. Tower of Babel 
 
Equipment: 4 newspapers, scissors, ruler and one role of sellotape. 
 
Task: (20 minutes) 

 
The group should design and construct a tower using sheets of 
newspaper.  
 
It should be as high as possible and must be free standing. 
 
 

 

9. Transporter Bridge 
 
Equipment: 4 poles, 2 long ropes, 6 short ropes, barrel of water, pulley and crab. 
 
Task: (20 minutes) 
The team needs to transport the container of highly toxic fluid across the river using the 
equipment provided.   
 The container cannot touch the water, be dragged or dropped as this may cause 

pollution of the river.     
 The team can swim to the far riverbank.  
 The equipment cannot be carried while swimming as the current is too fast. 
If the container is dragged or dropped the team need to start again. 
 

10. Towers of Brahma 

Equipment:  5 numbered tyres and 3 posts. (Behind Block 9) 

Task: (15 minutes) 

 

The stacked tyres are numbered 1 to 5.  Number 5 is on the 

bottom and 1 on top. 

Your task is to move the pile to one of the other two poles 

following the rules listed below: 

 You can only move one tyre at a time, 



 

 A tyre must be on it’s post before the next one is moved, 
 You are not allowed to put a larger tyre (with a higher number) on top of a smaller 

one (with a lower number). 
 

11. Traffic Jam 
 

Equipment :  group number +1 carpet tiles, reflective bibs 

Task:  (20 minutes) 

At the start, half of the team stands on the empty places to the left of the centre wearing 

bibs and the other half to the right not wearing bibs.  Leave the middle square empty.  

Each half should face the empty middle place.   

The task is for the two halves to change sides as shown below… 

   A          B          C          D          E                      1           2          3         4          5 

       to 

   1           2          3          4          5                      A         B          C          D          E            

 

To do this there are six basic rules you must follow: 

 You can only stand on the marked squares, 
 You can only move forwards, 
 You can only move to an empty space, 
 Only one person can move at a time, 
 You are not allowed to pass someone from your own side, 
 You can only move around one person at a time. 
 

12. Gridlock 

Equipment: Grid marked on the ground (end of block 9),  grid route (teacher decides) 

Task: (20 minutes)  

You work for a very competitive delivery company. 
You have the best trucks, the friendliest drivers, the best computerised technology at 
your finger tips, and right now you have a vital package that is needed on the other side 
of town. 
It is 5 pm, rush hour, and you need to find the best way across town. 
Main roads, side streets, back alleys, any way you can find. But, anytime you reach a dead 
end or traffic jam you must change drivers. 
When you find the correct route to get through all the traffic, you can alert the company 
who will have the rest of the drivers follow your exact route one at a time. 



 

 Only one person must be driving the route at any time 
 There is only one route through 
 Nobody is allowed in front of the start line, unless they have successfully reached 

the other side of town 

Appendix 1: Team Building/Initiative activities – operating procedures 

Aims of the 
Activity: 
Key Learning outcomes - 
personal and social 
development, team 
work 
 
Key words – e.g. 
cooperation, leadership, 
responsibility, 
participation 
 
Cognitive skills – cycle of 
learning, reviewing, 
reflecting, problem 
solving 

Risk Assessment: 
 i, ii, iva, ivb 

 11 
& one or more from 

 11.1 

 11.2 
 
and/or 
Event specific Risk 
Assessment 

 

Min. staff to pupil ratio: 
1 : 12  usually but  
higher pupil ratio could 
be appropriate – leader 
to make dynamic risk 
assessments 

Leadership 
Qualifications: 
Staff familiarised and validated 
as competent to lead.  BPC 
teaching staff team can assess 
adults supporting client group 
and if deemed competent by BPC 
staff can manage specific 
initiatives subject to DBS. 

Venues:  
BPC, outreach venues – school grounds, woodland areas etc. anywhere you want to focus on group development 
during another activity session 

Leader’s Equipment: 
First aid and comfort sack; Appropriate ppe; Phone and call out card and medicals/ emergency contact details of 
participants when off site 

Group Equipment: 
Appropriate PPE 
Helmets where necessary 
Task briefing sheet/instructions 

Staff Responsibilities / Induction: 
o Delivering staff to seek information or clarification from experienced BPC staff if required to manage a task 

that raises questions for them as leader. 
o Appropriate briefing of group re task and safety considerations  
o Removal of jewellery if a hazard 
o Medication 
o Appropriate supervision to facilitate learning and to monitor safety.  Equipment used in tasks should be 

checked as fit for purpose:  faulty equipment should be removed from use. 
o Leaders have students’ emotional welfare as a primary concern and must manage learning and reviewing 

to protect individuals 
o BPC staff to brief adults managing a group and a task appropriately 
o To clearly set out the sessions aims and objective to the pupils 
o Development of session with progression, differentiation and positive learning outcomes 
o Review session     



 

 

Appendix 2: Risk Assessment - Local Activities -  Bewerley Park Centre (On Site 

Activities)   

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Falls /slips  

 Staff briefing of students prior to activity 
 Visiting staff briefing on arrival day 
 Staff supervision 
 Use of helmets (on Blind Line, tunnels and appropriate 
initiatives) 
 Use of  (trained) spotters on appropriate activities 
 Check suitability of location/ ground - cover or change 
venue/plan as deemed necessary 

 Water Hazards on site  
 Briefing to make aware 
 Fencing /signs 

 Back injuries  Advice given on safe lifting  

 Rope burns 
 Staff briefing prior to activity 
 Staff supervision 
 Consider use of gloves 

 Equipment / apparatus 
failure 

 Staff to assess suitability of all equipment/apparatus prior to 
use 
 Regular (recorded) checks by assigned staff 

 Collision with object 
person during games 

 Staff briefing of students prior to activity 
 Visiting staff briefing on arrival day 
 Staff supervision 

 Unauthorised use of 
black tunnels 

 ‘Keep Out’ signage on and near the tunnel.  Also locks on the 
doors and hatches 

 Head Injuries  Students to wear helmets 

 Fingers trapped in 
tunnel hatches 

 Student briefing 
 Staff supervision 

 Pupils becoming 
panicked in tunnels 

 Carry a head torch and be prepared to crawl through tunnel 

Equipment 

Helmets for local activities available and to be used when appropriate 

Notes 

 Local activities includes the following that takes place in the centre grounds at Bewerley 
Park Centre 

 Initiative exercises  

 Field games supervised by visiting staff outside centre run activity sessions 
 



 

Appendix 3: Risk Assessment - Bewerley Park Centre – Initiative exercises / Team 

work exercises – Trust Games 

ACTIVITY HAZARD CONTROL MEASURES 

Bridge building 

 Falls and trips 

 Dropped 
equipment 

 Briefing and direct supervision 
 Appropriate landing area 
 Suitable clothing and footwear 
 Helmets 

Bewerley Bottles 

Down the Drain 

Holy Pipes 

Hand Tangle 

Traffic Jam 

 Falls and trips  Briefing and direct supervision 

Transporter Bridge 

 Dropped 
equipment 

 Rope burns 

 Strains 

 Briefing and direct supervision 

Swamp walk 
 Rope burns 

 Trips / slips 
 Supervision 
 Appropriate operating area 

Blindfold Square 

 Rope entanglement 
/ burns 

 Disorientation 
 Direct supervision 

Levitation  Dropping 
equipment 

 Direct supervision 
 Appropriate footwear and clothing 

Spider’s Web 
 Lifting injuries 

 Falls 
 Supervision / briefing on safe lifting 

Tyre Lift 
 Lifting injuries 

 Falls 
 Supervision / briefing on safe lifting 
 Helmets 

Whistle Blower  Lifting injuries  Supervision / briefing on safe lifting 

Trust Falls 
 Falls 

 Strains 
 Direct supervision / briefing 
 Appropriate area of operation 

Equipment 

 Equipment available in the Yellow classroom. 
 Helmets as appropriate. 

Notes 

 This list is not exhaustive. Staff will produce exercises that will meet a particular need / client / 
situation. For these one-off exercises staff will make dynamic risk assessments with reference 
to the generic R/A for all educational visits and activities. 



 

 


